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By SARAH JONES

French jeweler Chaumet is playing a supporting role in a dramatized love story with help from a Chinese pop star.

Performer Zhang Yixing shot the music video for his track "I Need U" partly in Chaumet's salons and Paris boutique.
Product placement in music videos is not a new concept, but lately luxury brands have been embracing their roles in
these productions more thoroughly, turning them into larger marketing tools.

Chaumet was reached for comment.

Pop positioning
Mr. Zhang, who goes by the stage name Lay, is a member of the South Korean-Chinese boy band Exo. The 25-year-
old artist's  debut solo album, which premiered in 2016, went to number four on the Billboard U.S. World Albums
chart.

At the start of the music video, the scene is set in Paris with the text "Ce n'est past une histoire d'amour," or "This is
not a love story," appearing in front of rolling landscapes. The film then clarifies, "It's  a story about love."

An older couple is seen on a balcony putting a cassette of Mr. Zhang's track into a boom box, starting the bouncy
ballad.

After showing the singer walking the streets of Paris, he is seen performing dance moves with his crew at Chaumet's
townhouse. In a more pensive moment, he sits down at a desk to write a note.
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Still from Zhang Yixing's "I Need U"

Continuing his story, the recording artist walks past Chaumet's boutique as he is strolling through Paris. After
perusing its cases, he emerges from the store with a blue box.

Returning to the salons, he suits up and gets a cab, which takes him to the spot where a woman is waiting. With the
Eiffel Tower in the background, he opens the box to reveal a diamond ring.

The couple is then seen standing listening to a jukebox. The film further connects the two couples by showing the
older man following a similar path to meet his love, suggesting that the lovers are one and the same.

I Need U by Zhang Yixing

In addition to being published on the artist's  digital channels, Chaumet broadcast the music video to its followers on
social media.

Product placement
Romance is central to Chaumet's branding, making this amorous music video a fitting placement.

A recent video from the LVMH-owned jewelry house showed the brand's continued push to position itself as not
only a jewelry house with a long history, but one that young consumers associate with romance and love.

The video campaign titled "Gaits Parisienne" follows two young lovers as they come together and drift apart in a
variety of settings and environments inspired by different periods and movements in fashion history. Chaumet is
hoping that the association with romance and testament to the brand's long history will bring in new customers (see
story).

Product placement and name drops of luxury labels in songs are frequent occurrences, but brands do not always
leverage the mentions.

Italian fashion label Versace is leaning into its association with pop star Bruno Mars, turning its mention in the
recording artist's  song into a broader branding opportunity.

For the music video for the Bruno Mars track "Versace On The Floor," the luxury house created custom attire for the
singer and his co-star Zendaya. By nature of their name recognition and relation to upscale lifestyles, luxury brands
are frequently name dropped by musicians in their songs, but while this placement is organic, brands have the
choice of how much to embrace their appearance (see story).
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